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About This Content

Raid Mode Downloadable Content.

Even as a lady, HUNK is still able to handle heavy weaponry with ease.
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Title: Resident Evil: Revelations Lady HUNK DLC
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Capcom
Publisher:
Capcom
Franchise:
Resident Evil
Release Date: 10 Jun, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows® XP
Processor:Intel® Core™ 2 Duo 2.4Ghz or better, AMD Athlon™ X2 2.8 Ghz or better
Memory:2 GB RAM
Graphics:NVIDIA® GeForce® 8800GTS or better, ATI Radeon™ HD3850 or better
DirectX®:9.0c
Hard Drive:8.4 GB HD space
Sound:DirectSound supported with DirectX9.0c or better
Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection
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Unlocking HUNK in Raid mode is an arduous task, as it requires beating all of the most challenging stages with the best possible
rank. This DLC offers kind of a shortcut by adding his only alternate costume, a female version.

Of course, Lady HUNK is not just a skin: she is a standard character. She also has the highest possible rank in magnum mastery,
meaning she fires and reloads every gun in this powerful weapon category faster than most characters can wield their standard
handguns. While all her other (hidden) stats are average at best, making her a one-trick pony, the power of the magnums makes
that one helluva trick.

Lady HUNK often becomes the main character for the owners of this DLC, especially on higher levels. While she is balanced
enough to not fall into the pay-to-win category, this popularity alone should be enough to show how great an investment she can
be for raid players.. Change the voices to Japanese, thank me later. Capcom is a POS company which abondons its broken
games after launch.. Buy if you like big boopis.

7\/10 character
7.2\/10 boopis. Some people have a strange habit to genderbend characters from games or movies. Strange, awkward but for the
sake of God how awesome.

This time Capcom relased a DLC for one of best Resident Evil games allowing to play as genderbended version of glorious
HUNK, as he is very hard to unlock normally his female counterpart is a nice alternative.
Her animations are very simlar to ones from Jill and the voice clips borrowed from Rachel but with gas mask effect.

Lady HUNK is a must have DLC for fans but is kind of a lazy addition just to get your money. Still, she is worth paying if on
sale. 8\/10.
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i ask you i bought a lady hunk dlc when i did not game???. Worth it. Why bother unlocking HUNK when you could buy his
female loli counterpart?. Her model is nice and detailed, but animation of kicking should be more flashy\/brutal :)) Lady HUNK
has abilities connected only with Magnum Pistols, so if you don't use them, you don't really need her :\/ Buy only on sale and
only if:
a) You play a lot on Raid Mode
b) You are a big fan of HUNK
c) You really like Magnum Pistols (+100% Reload Speed and +70% Firing Rate). Since HUNK himself is absurdly difficult to
unlock in the game, a Lady HUNK will do just fine. Worth it! \ud83d\udc4c. Lady HUNK is a qt.. The classic oldest profession
at work here. Female skin of classic bonus character = You now pay money for their company because female.

If I see a player online using this skin it's depressing knowing it's a DLC exclusive. If I see a player using the classic Hunk skin I
know that player is dedicated to the game. Unlocking Hunk is a badge of honor in this game. I don't have him yet. DO NOT WANT
an instant unlock DLC either. I have a reason to keep playing knowing that Hunk will be extremely tough to acquire. If you can just
buy everything with real money what's the point of the game experience in the first place?

I got this DLC included in the less than $10 Steam winter sale complete edition. It's complete nonsense to expect players to pay extra
for skins. Skins should be earned.

I advise using the FREEWARE FOV slider mod with this one. No one will charge you money to oogle at Lady Hunk's legs with
FOV slider. Why isn't a FOV slider in the game instead of all these minimal effort\/high profit DLCs?
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